Nutritional aspects of neuromuscular diseases.
Evidence suggests that individuals with DMD have reduced skeletal development, including decreased linear growth and bone mineral density, compared to normal subjects. Despite their reduced muscle mass, a high percentage of DMD patients are overweight. Body composition measurements can assist with monitoring changes in fat mass and skeletal muscle mass as the disease progresses. Weight management in overweight DMD patients is indicated because excess adiposity burdens mobility and breathing, but only one study in two DMD patients has documented that weight reduction can be done safely. In the latter stages of the disease most DMD subjects become underweight because of an acceleration in skeletal muscle protein degradation relative to its synthesis. Studies of energy, protein and branched chain amino acid supplementation in DMD have yielded promising but inconclusive results, and more well-designed studies are needed in this area. Although there is currently no cure for DMD, studies on the role of nutritional therapy in increasing the quality of life in these patients are urgently needed. Studies in adults with various SP-NMDs indicate a reduction in fat-free mass and an increase in fat mass relative to controls. The newly developed method of air displacement plethysmography for measuring body composition is ideally suited for SP-NMD subjects because it requires very little effort and the measurement procedure is relatively fast. Dual energy x-ray absorptiometry technology has been proposed for distinguishing myogenic from neurogenic SP-NMDs from calculation of the fat-to-lean soft tissue ratio, which is higher in patients with myogenic muscular atrophy. Studies on the energy metabolism of ambulatory SP-NMD subjects indicate that their basal metabolic rate is either similar to or slightly lower than controls, but 24-hour energy expenditure is about 25% lower than controls. This reduction in 24-hour energy expenditure is due to a reduction in physical activity in SP-NMD. Studies examining the roles of energy expenditure, physical activity, and diet in the development of adiposity and risk for secondary chronic diseases in SP-NMD subjects are currently underway.